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spirit of the years
IVe may impress him under visible shapes
That seem to shed a silent circling doom;
H£s such an one as can be so impressed.
And this much is among our privileges',
Well bounded as they be.
The Spirits of the Years and of the Pities take the form of white sea-birds,
which alight on the stern-balcony of villeneuve's ship, immediately out-
side his cabin window. villeneuve after a while looks up and sees the birds
watching him with large piercing eyes.
villeneuve
My apprehensions even outstep their cause,
As though some influence smote through yonder pane.
He gazes listlessly, and resumes his broodings.
	Why dared I not disclose to him my thought,
As nightly worded by the whistling shrouds,
That Brest will never see our battled hulls
Helming to north in pomp of cannonry
To take the front in this red pilgrimage !
	If so it were, now3 that I'd screen my skin
From risks of bloody business in the brunt,
My acts could scarcely wear a difference.
Yet I would die to-morrow—not ungladly—
So far removed is carcase-care from me.
For no self do these apprehensions spring,
But for the cause.—Yes, rotten is our marine,
Which, while I know, the Emperor knows not,
And the pale secret chills !    Though some there be
Would beard contingencies and buffet all,
PI1 not command a course so conscienceless.
Rather I'll stand, and face Napoleon's rage
When he shall learn what mean the ambiguous lines
That facts have forced from me.
spirit of the pities (to the Spirit of the Years)
O Eldest-born of the Unconscious Cause—
If such thou beest^ as I can fancy thee—
Why dost thou rack him tints f    Consistency
Might be preserved, and yet his doom remain*
His olden courage is 'without reproach;
Albeit his temper trends toward gaingimng /

